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The nonlinear system arising in each time step is solved
using the techniques presented in [3].
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Abstract—A 2D/1D method for the nonlinear eddy current
problem in a thin iron sheet is presented. The aim of this work
is to reduce the three dimensional problem to a two dimensional
one, utilizing ideas from the multiscale finite element method.
This allows for a great reduction of computational costs. The
method is developed for the T − Φ formulation and studied in a
numerical example.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The main idea of the 2D/1D method is to separate the z
dependent components of the solution (using the coordinate
system in Fig. 1) and approximate them using predefined
shape functions, leaving only two dimensional components
as unknowns. A similar approach has been presented in
[1], where trigonometric functions in z were used. This
contribution is based on polynomial shape functions, which
allow the treatment of an air gap or insulation layer and also
ensure that the simulated current loops are closed.

II. T HE M ETHOD
The three dimensional reference problem is given as: Find
the current vector potential T ∈ H(curl, ΩC ), with ΩC being
the conducting domain, and the magnetic scalar potential Φ ∈
H 1 so that
Z
∂
ρ curl T · curl v + µ(T − ∇Φ) · (v − ∇q) dΩ = 0
∂t
Ω
(1)
for all test functions v ∈ H0 (curl, ΩC ), q ∈ H01 , with µ
depending on the solution in a nonlinear way.
The idea of the 2D/1D method is to approximate the solution
as an expansion of the form


T0 + T2 φ2 + T4 φ4 + T6 φ6 + . . .
T − ∇Φ ≈
(2)
0

Fig. 1. The dimensions of the sheet are given as l = 30 mm, w = 6 mm,
d = 0.5 mm (5% of which are the air gap). The dimensions of the hole are
1.2 × 3 mm. The electric conductivity σ is equal to 2.08 · 106 S/m.

Fig. 2. The calculated eddy current losses over time obtained from the
reference problem (left) and the 2D/1D method (right).

III. A N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
Consider a rectangular iron sheet featuring a rectangular
hole. Its geometry and the used B-H curve are given in Fig. 1.
The problem is driven by time-harmonic boundary conditions,
which ensure a magnetic flux along the y direction.
Both the reference solution and the 2D/1D solution use finite
elements of first order. For the 2D/1D solution, the expansion
(2) is cut off after the sixth order term T6 φ6 . It can be seen
in Fig. 2, that the 2D/1D method gives a good approximation
of the losses for all times.
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with φi being the MSFEM shape functions presented in
[2]. The Ti ∈ H(curl, Ω2D ) are two dimensional unknown
functions on Ω2D , the cross section of the iron sheet at z = 0.
To derive the 2D/1D weak formulation, the expansion (2)
is truncated to a given number of terms and substituted in
(1). The integration domain is reduced to Ω2D by averaging
the z-dependent coefficients. For nonlinear materials these
averages have to be computed for each two dimensional
integration point separately and reevaluated in each time step.
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